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OVID-19 pandemic is an
unprecedented global crisis. Over
200 countries / territories across
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India too has been impacted and
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down. As consumers try to maintain social
distancing, categories like travel, entertainment
and dining might remain impacted for longer
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by the government should help bring overall
consumer spending close to normal gradually,
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the future.
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back to 60% of pre-lockdown levels in terms
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as key spend categories for our customers. Our
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the lockdown, our new accounts sourcing is
picking up as well. All our sourcing channels
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we are seeing a move towards cashless and
digital payments, which is safer as it requires
minimum physical contact. As social distancing
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prefer contactless payment for safety reasons.
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android mobile phones through our SBI Card
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enabled point of sale terminals with just one
tap on their mobiles, without using the physical
credit card has gained acceptance and we see
customers using it now India`s demographics
along with the ecommerce boom and low
        
to favour the credit card business and we see
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key pillar on which our business is built and
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for our customers and we strived to stay true
    
Our agility and ability to evolve and shape

business strategies in line with the changing
environment enabled us to service our
 "7     
investment in building state-of-the-art
technology infrastructure, ensured business
          
the lockdown. During lockdown period, our
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by enabling majority of the workforce to work
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were supported remotely from home. Our
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of all customer facing touchpoints and
         
       
safeguarding our employees, data, systems
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work remotely from their home to support the
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smooth servicing of queries, we encouraged
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and our customers were able to meet their
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today our chatbot AskILA not only answers
 Q "     
required by our customers. Dedicated AskILA
campaigns were rolled out via emails, SMS,
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and social media leading to 3X usage of
AskILA during the lockdown period.
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of the best ‘Work from Home’
environment in spite of a short lead
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HP: Our investment in technology,
which we have calibrated over past few
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have provided laptops and remote login
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for over 5000 users, and we can easily
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to ensure that they can work smoothly. All
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supported during lockdown and we were
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GP: How long do you foresee the
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HP: COVID-19 pandemic is an
unprecedented global crisis with
unprecedented impact on human lives and
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eased out in a phased manner across various
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card spends were severely impacted with
      
However, online spends showed an upward
        
and our overall spend has since returned
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Current trends indicate that categories such
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there is also move towards cashless and
digital payments, which is safer as it requires
    98 
digital payments to grow further given
social distancing will be a norm in future.
This bodes well for us and we believe credit
        9
are seeing rising interest in credit cards
as a payment mode, as indicated by the
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leveraging sourcing through digital
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GP: What would be your wish
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HP: It is important that everyone comes
together and work towards reviving the
economy. The government has already
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our way, if necessary.

GP: What would be the biggest
challenge once the Pandemic blows
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norm. Businesses need to be agile and adapt
to the evolving circumstances, in order to
stay relevant. Individuals need to focus
on developing new skill sets which would
be required in the new normal. However,
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government has been introducing and as
        
of the future.

GP: While the commercial world
is opening up, what would be
the major changes in the way we
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HP: Social distancing is here to stay.
Business will have to adapt to this new
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promote social distancing and minimal
contact.
In the payments and credit card industry
we see increased movement towards
cashless and digital payments, as they are
safer and require minimum physical contact.
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e-card on android mobile phones through
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terminals with just one tap on their mobiles,
without using the physical credit card.

GP: Being a proponent of allround wellness, how would you
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led people to rethink, refocus, reengineer
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has, for many, been an opportunity to
invest in building new skills and to focus
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opportunity for people to engage in long
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memories with family. To encourage people
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to learn, to share and to celebrate
togetherness with their loved ones.
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remained the same – except for the
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the virtual space and I saved on the
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hours to read more and spend more
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various new hobbies that I have taken
up and am planning to keep up.
GP: What were some of the books
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Uncertainty Into Breakthrough
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business news, so, you will usually
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news channels.
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